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'd texted him: 6:30 p.m.@Mega Pizza. Now here I was, 
over an hour late. I'm always scrambling to catch up 
and can never leave on the dot of five. My manager had 

decided at the last minute he wanted the intern short-
list today, and then traffic moved so slow I could have 
sprinted from Mohakhali and reached Shukrabad earlier. 

Tanvir is punctual. Always. He was sitting in a booth 
reading a dog-eared Monstrous Regiment, unfazed by the 
neon sign outside his window strobing every few min-
utes. I'd see him clear as day for a few moments and then 
all light-stripey and varicoloured for a few. Enough to 
give me a headache.

I'd told him to read that book months ago. I was 
his full-time book recommender, he always jokes, 
ever since years ago I told him to read Brihonnola 
and he fell in love with the supernatural detective 
guy Misir Ali. So here he was, his phone flashlight 
poised, illuminating the page. He looked handsome in his cream-colored shirt 
and tailored navy trousers. I can't imagine Tanvir going to work in jeans and tees, 
although so many people—even university lecturers like him—seem to be doing 
so. I felt bad for making him wait but he never seemed to mind. We hadn't seen 
each other in weeks, and, although I had an ulterior motive tonight, it was good 
to see him.

Tanvir was so engrossed in reading he didn't notice me until I sat down. He'd 
put in a full day's work, like me, and still he looked like he'd just stepped out of 
the shower. Beside him I always felt dishevelled and messy and sweaty. “Hey! 
You're here,” he said, stowing his book in his satchel. He needed a haircut. His 
hair curls at the temples whenever he lets it grow out, and he hates that, though I 
like how it makes him look. 

“I've already ordered,” he said. “Thought I'd save time. It's almost eight.”
“It's okay,” I said. Meaning it was okay he'd ordered ahead (he knows what I 

like), and okay it was getting late. I wasn't going to let my usual curfew of nine 
apply. I would ask Tanvir to hang out late and then drop me home. I hoped by 
then the coast would be clear, and although I'd have to face my mother's wrath, I 
could avoid meeting the “friends” my parents had invited for dinner. Why they 
still thought they could trick me into these encounters, I have no clue.

“How've you been?” I asked. I'd changed my hairstyle since we last met, but 
trust Tanvir not to comment. I had chopped off my waist-length layers, and now 

I
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had a blunt cut framing my face. More frustration for my mother: 
Why reject my one physical asset, my lustrous Bengali hair? Tanvir, of 
course, has had the same hairstyle since we were fourteen.  

“Oh, fine. Busy—midterms ahead. You?”
My cell phone rang. My new ringer is a ridiculous song the IT 

assistant had downloaded for me. Tanvir raised his eyebrows as my 
phone shimmied and shook to the edge of the table, and a tinny male 
voice asked in a fake-southern-Bangla-accent, “Hey, do ya love me? 
Wrong number? But can I still know, do you love me?” and then 
began a treacly crooning about love happening even with a wrong 
number. I put my phone on silent and stuffed it in my bag. I didn't 
even want to know when it rang. 

“Irene, wasn't that your mother? You're not picking up?”
Damn. My phone screen displayed caller photos. “Yes, it is, and 

no, I'm not.”
Tanvir touched my hand. “That bad, huh?” After a few moments 

he added, “You'll have to talk to her eventually.”
Whatever. I didn't want to talk about it. I didn't want to describe—

again—how I had become an embarrassment to my family. It was an 
issue, my unwedded state. I was twenty-nine. Most of my girlfriends 
were mothers already. And—the elders noted repeatedly—I was 
kaalo, dark-skinned. I should be quick and eager in accepting whatev-
er fate offered. Time was neither waiting, nor being kind to me. Twice 
a month, aunts and cousins showed up to condole with my mother, 
lamenting my spinsterhood, and to leave me with skincare tips (and, 
on one memorable occasion, a twelve-pack of Fair and Lovely skin-
whitening cream). 

So far I had refused any organized bride-viewing ceremonies. I 
had my pride. I knew how these would end; I knew my tally sheet. 
Pluses: tall, good hair (though now, alas, short), master's degree, a 
steady Dhaka-based job (not like those NGO girls tromping around 
the country); civil servant father, small family (only one brother, so 
although daughters didn't get half, I was still destined for a chunk 
of my father's wealth). Minuses: too outspoken, too many friends 
in general (and male friends in particular) and too dark. Skin that 
couldn't be called a sweet shyamla even by an optimistic mother. I was 
definitely kaalo. And I didn't even have doe eyes to salvage my dark-
ness—Tagore wouldn't have composed that song if it was me he had 
come across in a lonely field. 

That's why I didn't want to go home now. Or talk to my mother. I 
wasn't fooled by her overly casual mention of old friends coming to 
dinner tonight, friends who had a nice son with a nice job.

It's not that I didn't want to marry. It's just that I wanted to marry 
the right guy. Isn't that what everyone wants? I was sure none of the 
bankers or corporate types my family was dredging up would be too 
happy to discover that my friends had dubbed me Ganja Girl. 
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Don't get me wrong. I'm not hooked. I can and do go for months 
without. But if the mood's right, if the people are right, sure, I'll climb 
aboard the smoky express. Ganja usually makes me ravenous; no other 
buzz hits me quite that way. I'd tried other things when I was younger. 
Liquor makes me woozy, dyle brings awful hallucinations (of over-
sized frogs) and the pill combos we popped with such abandon in the 
past make me throw up once I hit ground. I've never tried the hard, 
though—no coke, heroin, yaba. Ten years ago I would've added that I'd 
like to, but not anymore. No, I've passed the experimenting age. I know 
what I like and stick to it.  

Getting ganja these days is hard. Seven years ago I was still a stu-
dent. Five years ago I was still studentish: I possessed slim hips and 
hip friends. These days, one was expanding, the other disappearing. I'd 
always depended on the kindness of friends for this particular need. 
I knew the places and people they sought: the garbage-stink alley at 
Katabon, near the grave of some holy guy in Gulistan, the men who 
walked nights in Chankhar Pul and the aptly named Parir Bhumi in 
Mirpur. 

Parir Bhumi was Fairyland indeed. From there came the most won-
derful readymade sticks: smooth and creamy as Tanvir's silk shirt and, 
oh man, the sweetness! I suspected they mixed in a bit of charash or 
something with the ganja. 

Yeah, I knew it all, but I'd never actually been to any of these places. 
There was usually someone to take care of the supply aspect. I guess 
most of the guys I'd hang out with when we were so much younger 
found it exciting to have a girl with them and fell all over themselves to 
be my supplier, free of charge. My girlfriends disapproved, and were 
occasionally snobby, but although none of them went beyond the oc-
casional puff accompanied by a lot of feminine coughing and desperate 
waving away of odours, they didn't do badly by me and mostly left me 
alone. 

Our pizzas arrived: Hawaiian for me, sausage and mushrooms for 
him. We concentrated on getting the slices onto our plates and then 
into our mouths. I told him what I wanted. 

“I need a favour,” I began, but the minute I broached it, Tanvir 
rolled his eyes. 

“Irene, just drop this faltu shit, you're not a teenager,” he said.
“Look, it's been ages.” It was ages since another itch had been 

scratched too, but I couldn't very well ask Tanvir for that. “The last 
time was Iffi's farewell, remember?” 

Iffi and Naheed were my ganja-buds. Both had gone off to the US, 
leaving me high and dry. Which brings me to my present predicament. 
I still like the stuff, but my companion likers have wafted off in differ-
ent directions. I guess the novelty of having a live young woman sit-
ting in your midst inhaling from the same stub you've just put to your 
lips wears thin after a while. Everyone has bills to pay, family responsi-
bilities, bank loans. It was different for me. Or so my male friends told 
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me. Being female, I didn't have to work. This sentence, I noted, always 
began with “No offence, but…”

Of course it offended. For one thing it demeaned the fact that I was 
capable of supporting myself. For another, they didn't understand 
how desperately I needed my income—the one thing that allowed me 
to slam down the various marriage proposals my family kept tossing 
at me. 

“Oh. Iffi's farewell.” 
The aridity of Tanvir's voice reminded me: he'd seen Iffi and me 

kissing that evening. Iffi had clumsily pulled me onto his lap, but, al-
though it had been nice, I hadn't let him go any further. The surprise 
of Tanvir walking into the bedroom had snuffed my ladyboner. 

Tanvir had never asked about it, and why should I explain? I 
could kiss whoever I wanted. Or not. In theory. I mean I don't fool 
around with anyone that easily even if I want to. That I'm Ganja Girl 
is bad enough. One reason I'm treated okay and with respect is that 
none of the guys made it past first base with me, even when we were 
all flying high. I had to be strict about that. I'm sure Tanvir knew; I'm 
sure it's been talked about. This is also why the girls weren't snotty to 
me. But the way he spoke, the downward curve of his lips saddened 
me.

“You're being so judgmental. You've known me for fucking 
ages…” I felt tired. “Tanvir, this is what I am. This is me.”

He opened his mouth to say something, and although I'd been 
looking forward to this evening and definitely didn't want to go 
home, I walked. Leaving him to pay the bill. I can be mean—some-
times.

I rickshawed it home. Where else could I go? The “guests” were 
about to leave. They were standing on our porch saying goodbye, 
the whole scene lit green by the wedding gate outlined in hundreds 
of chilli lights at the Mohammadi Party Center next door. I paid the 
rickshaw wallah, while my mother said, “Oh, here she is. We were so 
worried! And you weren't picking up the phone!” The hardness in her 
eyes assured me there would be hell to pay later. 

Whatever I felt about these guests, I couldn't be directly rude. I 
apologized for being stuck in a “meeting” and “forgetting” to turn my 
ringer back on. My mother invited them back in for another round of 
tea, but thankfully they declined. They seemed a nice couple actually, 
assuring me they quite understood the rigours of a corporate job, and 
they would come another day to meet me. I might have liked them; 
but their possession of a son with a nice job stopped me from seeing 
them with anything other than mute suspicion.

Although I braced myself for my mother's anger, it never came. I 

§
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guess she was as weary as I was. All she said was, “You could at least 
have picked up the phone.”

I walked off. Perhaps a shower would wash away the day. 

Tanvir called two days later. I was getting seriously pissed off. 
I mean, I take umbrage and stalk out, right? He doesn't come after 
me—and then no news for two days? I was as cold as I could be on 
the phone. A girl's got to salvage some self-respect. It was hard to 
stay angry though: he had a contact, some dealer in Khilgaon, and 
he'd take me to get some. None of my ganja-dostos had ever offered to 
take me along. Eventually I thawed enough to ask for details. It was 
a wonder that Tanvir had sources for scoring ganja, people we didn't 
have in common. 

“Remember Atiq, my cousin? His journalist friend has friends who 
know this guy.” Quintessential Dhaka, that. There's always a cousin 
with a friend with a cousin who knows someone.

Tanvir told me we'd go that weekend. We would meet around 
three at our usual Road 32 fuchka eatery and take a CNG scooter from 
there. I was excited. One more day. Come Friday, I would reclaim my 
old nickname. 

I loved being Ganja Girl, such a ring to it. Sweet and salty. And it 
bugged the shit out of Tanvir, which is of course why I encouraged 
everyone to call me that. 

He's the only guy I know who uses the word “cannabis” when 
referring to the stuff. He's always been a good boy. Sometimes I can't 
figure out why he's friends with me at all. But I know Tanvir has a 
bit of a thing for me, has had all these years. I don't mind; it's a good 
thing for a girl to have a friend like that. The kind who will do that 
extra thing for you, but won't moon around you like a lovesick cow. 
Not bad for the ego either, especially since I've never been on the 
A-list to be asked out on dates. Usually I'm the female equivalent of a 
bhaiya, the sympathetic one on whose shoulders all the others actually 
in relationships unburden their sorrows.

Bhaiya, isn't just brother anymore, it's sort of become de-gendered. 
I mean, I'm a girl and I still qualify. What's required to be a bhaiya is a 
calm, sympathetic, oh-you're-so-great-and-it's-all-good manner. Most 
of my friends have come to me at one time or another; I'm a good 
listener, although Tanvir has rarely come to me with his troubles. 

I've bhaiya’d Tanvir twice so far. Once at seventeen, and then six 
years later. The first time was nothing, though that was the guy I 
lost my virginity to. It was more sexual curiosity than love, I guess, 
although I imagined myself in the throes of a grand, tragic passion 
(one needs dramatics at that age; isn't that half the fun of being a teen-
ager?) and sobbed on Tanvir's shoulder. 

§
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The guy had dumped me after seven months. I was heartbroken 
for various reasons including that I had just redone my wardrobe 
for him. While browsing for used textbooks in Nilkhet (or so he 
claimed—hindsight and a vaster knowledge of both those second-
hand stalls and the male mind makes me believe the browsing was 
occurring in the Bangla porn section), he had come across a badly 
bound, whiteprint book called Kaalo Meyer Shoundorjo—the Black 
Girl's Beauty. According to the book, dark girls should only wear 
maroon or pink, since these colours reflect off and minimize the 
blackness of the skin. It seemed particularly unfair that he decided 
he wasn't in love with me after I had spent several months' worth of 
my allowance to get clothes in the approved hues, but life sometimes 
hands you wardrobes full of pink and maroon, and you do your best. 

The second bhaiya-time was different. That was the real sugar: 
at least while it lasted. Like me, the guy was at Dhaka University, 
although older. Our departments—mine, International Relations and 
his, English Lit—were neighbours and shared classrooms. Although 
that was about all we had in common, I fell for him big. Shalla, when 
I fall, I'm like a brick. I was heartbroken when I dumped him. Yup, I 
dumped him and was heartbroken. We had begun talking marriage. 
Or he had. The youngest, he was the only unmarried one among his 
siblings, and the bride hunt had begun. Then he mentioned all his sis-
ters-in-law were fair. I have skin like tamarind seeds, which meant his 
mom might take some convincing. So I said, kind of jokingly, “Well, 
moms like that are usually swayed by convincingly real jewellery and 
furniture, and say, a Premio. A spot of dowry never hurts.”

And he replied without batting an eyelid, “A car's too much. I'm 
not greedy. But the other gifts should do the trick, yes.”  

What a fool I was to think love was remedy enough against this 
world. I still loved him, but it was making me loathe myself. So I took 
him out for fuchka by Dhanmondi Lake one afternoon and told him 
three things: he should marry a phorsha girl; he should ask her family 
for a car (preferably a Premio); he should drive the fucking car into 
the fucking lake. I walked away.

I don't think Tanvir minded that I'd bhaiya’d him. He once said he 
preferred the “known darkness” of my doings rather than the “imag-
ined abyss of ignorance.”  It's funny when he talks pompous and po-
etic, not quite matching with his usual self. He never calls me Ganja 
Girl or Anju-Ganju like the others. His pet name for me is aamloki. The 
fruit bitter to the tongue, but where there is sweetness to be found. 

Friday arrived. Tanvir took me to a field beside Khilgaon High 
School. That figured; high school kids smoking the stuff, good locale. 
The man we were to meet was called Blue Mijaan. Our instructions 
were to make a call to his cell phone, let it ring three times and then 
wait under the big jackfruit tree to the west. 

§
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I'd thought it would be deserted. Why would people be here on 
the weekend? But they were. In the last twenty years everyone and 
their damn uncles had become cricket connoisseurs. I watched boys 
in white trundle on the pitch to the desultory clapping of the audi-
ence. Under the tree stood the obligatory jhalmuri wallah and ice cream 
vendor. 

As soon as we stopped beneath the tree, the jhalmuri wallah ap-
proached. We waved him away. He gave us a broken-toothed smile 
and went back to chatting with the ice cream guy. A young man 
walked up to the jhalmuri wallah and asked for five takas' worth. The 
seller didn't seem particularly excited about his customer and picked 
up the plastic container he used as his shaker in a bored fashion.

Tanvir made the call and disconnected after three rings. I watched 
the jhalmuri wallah toss the white muri, the mustard oil and gobs of 
other condiments in the container. He scratched his butt with eyes 
closed, seeming to extract the maximum pleasure from the act, before 
continuing his preparation of the spicy snack. I could hear the jangle 
of coins as the young man untucked his lungi waist pouch and felt 
around to locate the hexagonal five-taka coin before clanging it down 
on the aluminium cashbox. The jhalmuri wallah poured out the now-
yellow muri into a paper cone and handed it over. He said something 
to the ice cream guy and giggled. The young man wandered back to 
the game. 

The smell of mustard oil was making me salivate. I'm rabid about 
jhalmuri, and this guy's endless row of pots and jars in his wooden cart 
promised a build-your-own-flavour cone of it. “Tanvir, jhalmuri?”

He frowned. “We're waiting for someone.”
Tanvir's single-mindedness is both an asset and a liability. It is 

probably what had us standing here—how else did he find this Blue 
Mijaan? —and it is also what makes him an idiot sometimes. “So? I 
can just get some while we wait?” 

“Why draw attention to ourselves?”
Actually, I'd thought the same thing, which is why I'd asked him 

in the first place, but now that he had brought it up, and now that 
he'd given me that you-be-a-numbskull look, I couldn't drop it. “Any 
potential attention to be drawn has already been drawn. We're wait-
ing in front of a school for no obvious reason, and we're not remotely 
interested in the cricket match. And there's me—see another girl any-
where?”

Tanvir looked around and looked back at me. I was right, of course. 
People had been ogling us off and on, some more obviously than oth-
ers. But Tanvir wouldn't come out and say I was right.

It was then, just as the ice cream guy carolled the last lines of a 
sentimental song about some long-tressed beauty he left behind in 
Raypurhat to the enthusiastic head-banging of the jhalmuri wallah, 
that a denim-clad man appeared. And when I say denim-clad I mean 
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completely: cap, shoes, even the wristband of his watch, blue denim. 
I couldn't help wondering about his underwear. A giggle trembled in 
the pit of my stomach. Tanvir nudged me. This was serious business, 
so I shut it. 

The ice cream guy had stopped singing and he and the other ven-
dor were studiously not looking our way. Denim Dude stood before 
us and spat on the ground. Tanvir cleared his throat and brushed his 
palm against his cheek; he hates public spitting. The man stood there 
working his jaws. What did he have in his mouth: chewing gum or 
a glob of paan?  Perhaps a strip of blue denim? Giggles threatened 
again, and I focused on the spittle on the ground to control myself. 

Tanvir cleared his throat again and said, “Err, are you Blue bhai?”
Blue bhai? I mean I know the bhai is to show solidarity, respect, 

etc., but seriously, Blue bhai? What if the guy didn't like being called 
Blue Mijaan? Many of these sobriquets have not-very-nice stories at-
tached to them. 

Just as I had feared the guy seemed offended. He spat on the 
ground and rumbled, “What Blue? I'm Mijaan. Who the hell are 
you?”

Tanvir looked like he was going to throw up. Denim guy found 
this amusing and he laughed and horked on the ground again. 

I thought it was time I stepped in. If I couldn't handle my own 
ganja transaction, what good was women's lib? “Bhai,” I said firmly, 
“I want four puriyas.”  

He looked me up and down. It felt like a grubby hand traveling 
the length of my kameez. But hey, I'm not Tanvir, I'm not a cleanliness 
freak. I don't even mind public spitting.

“You want puriyas?” Blue Mijaan looked at Tanvir, then me.
I was pissed off. I was going to pay for the stuff. What was the 

problem? 
“Yes, I want puriyas. Why the hell are you called Blue Mijaan?”
I could hear the hiss as Tanvir drew in his breath. The man chuck-

led. “Why do you think?”
I replied without missing a beat, “You're really into watching blue 

films? You always wear blue jeans? Clearly it's not because you star 
in blue films. I've watched enough to know.”

The man laughed outright. “Four puriyas—a hundred and twenty-
five taka, apa. I'm throwing one of my specials in for you, no extra 
charge.” 

He scratched the back of his neck while I brought out the money. 
His fingers touched mine when I handed it over. Tanvir was playing 
statue: motionless, without breath. I'd expected Blue Mijaan to hand 
me the stuff immediately and was worried about how to complete the 
transaction without those vendors noticing, but I should have known 
better. Mijaan stuffed the money in his pocket without taking his eyes 
off me. I made a point of not dropping my gaze. “Wait here,” he said. 
“Bhai, take good care of this one, she's a fire blossom.” He left.
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I heard Tanvir gradually let his breath out. “Holy. Fucking. Hell.”
The pauses between every word allowed me time to regain my 

composure. Blue Mijaan had shaken us both up, in different ways. 
A cell phone trilled nearby. The jhalmuri wallah stared at me as he 
extracted a cheap-looking mobile from his shirt pocket and had a brief 
conversation mostly punctuated by nods and “Ji, bhai.” 

I turned to Tanvir. “You…” he began and I dreaded what was 
coming. I was saved by the jhalmuri wallah, who had walked up to us 
again, this time proffering a small paper cone. His ingratiating smile 
irked me and I snapped, “Bhai, I told you we don't want jhalmuri.”

But Tanvir was quicker. All in one fluid motion he grabbed the 
cone, said, “Thank you, bhai. My salaam to Mijaan bhai,” grabbed my 
hand and began walking towards the waiting rickshaws. It was only 
when we were on the rickshaw that I cottoned on. The paper cone 
held the puriyas; Blue Mijaan was the real deal all right, he didn't do 
deliveries.

Tanvir unfolded the cone. “There are six in here.”
I ventured, “The jhalmuri wallah made a mistake?”
He looked at me. “These people don't make mistakes.” He paused 

and said, “Blue Mijaan must really have liked you.”
I shut up for the rest of the trip. 

The only place I could think of to go to with my stash was Tan-
vir's house. Both his parents worked and anyway, his room was his 
domain. I didn't even have a room to myself—my four-year-old niece 
slept with me. For an unmarried young woman, even one who was 
almost thirty, privacy is not an option. That room also doubled as our 
guest room and at the moment we had a visiting aunt. But even with-
out the aunt, there's no way I could've taken Tanvir home and smoked 
up a joint in our house. 

I needed cigarettes, which I could have done myself, but I was feel-
ing bitchy. So I made Tanvir go. I usually prefer Bangla Five tobacco 
for my ganja; Bensons are too smooth. What is sweet without salt? But 
Tanvir came back empty-handed. “There's no deshi Bangla Five. You 
get Benson or Gold Leaf.” 

I sat in the middle of his room and rolled the cigarette between 
my palms, gently loosening the tobacco. The ganja lay in a small heap 
on the cover of a glossy, where an underfed brownish girl with pert 
breasts looked up at me in smug disapproval. I made a little tunnel of 
my left fist, positioned the loosened cigarette in it, and smacked down 
in one smooth gesture with my right palm. The tube of tobacco slid in 
and down. Some of the tobacco fell out making it easier to empty the 
cigarette. I emptied the rest right on the girl's tits. At least the cover 
girls were sometimes dark-skinned these days. Maybe there was hope 
yet. 

§
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Tanvir watched me in silence. He'd never actually seen me in ac-
tion before. Usually—if he deigned to remain in the same room with 
all these illegal and morally reprehensible activities—he would sit 
away in a corner reading, or at someone's computer. He watched as I 
scrunched the ganja and tobacco in my palm, refilled the hollow pa-
per tube, tamped the mixture with the head of a matchstick, twisted 
the open end shut. And then finally, blessedly, lit it and brought it to 
my lips for the first puff. Well, hello, lover. 

Tanvir reached his hand out suddenly. “Give me a puff.”
I laughed. “Yeah, right.”
“No, I'm serious. Let me try.”
I stared. This was Tanvir. I've known him for over a fucking 

decade. He doesn't even smoke because tobacco may be injurious to 
one's health. He carries an umbrella all through the rainy season—
who does that? And here he was asking, quite seriously, for a taste. 
At our age. Shocking. 

But I didn't stay shocked for too long: the ganja burned. I gave it 
to him. “Inhale properly,” I instructed. “Try holding it in your throat 
for a while, that's when I get the first buzz.”

He coughed, and I could see his eyes water. I tried taking the stick 
back from him, but he resisted. The smoke poured out of his mouth. 
“Take your time,” I said gently. “You're not supposed to hog the 
thing, you bhodai, let it make the rounds.”

He looked at me uncomprehendingly. I explained, “Give me some 
while you get into what you have in your throat now, idiot. I'll give it 
back.”

Tanvir handed me the stick and I pulled at it as deeply as I could. 
I usually close my eyes when I do this. It gives me a lovely floating 
feeling. I can feel the smoke swirl inside me, a caress that never fails 
to please. When I opened my eyes, Tanvir was looking at me with 
narrowed eyes. 

“What?” I asked. He shook his head. But I'm insistent. 
He sighed and said, “Anju-Ganju…” Another first. 
The afternoon was verging on evening, and the sunlight in the 

room had thinned, lending shadow to where there had been bright-
ness. I was intensely aware of his presence. Tanvir has kind of a 
hooked nose, which gives a funny cast to his face in profile. He has 
smooth skin, better than mine actually. He had nicked his jaw while 
shaving and the scab showed against his cheek in an abrupt line. My 
fingers itched; I could never resist picking at things.  

“Well?”
“Just something I remembered,” he said.
“Look, if it”s about Iffi and me kissing, I …”
“Oh that. That's none of my business. You can kiss whoever you 

want.” 
I hate it when he does that, throws me off my stride. “Well, what 

then?”
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“Remember Tumpa's friend, the photographer?”
I remembered: this really short guy with massive gold earrings. 

He'd asked to photograph me, which I point-blank refused. I'm not 
comfortable with being photographed and anyway, why would he 
want to photograph me when someone like milk-skinned Tumpa was 
present? I suspected him of nefarious designs, ha. I remembered an-
other detail and giggled. “Yeah, I remember him; his tits were bigger 
than mine.”

Tanvir laughed. “They were, actually.”
We giggled together like third graders. Then I asked him, “What 

about him?”
“Nothing, just… I think it's time you got over yourself.”
I wasn't sure I'd heard him right. “What the fuck do you mean?”
“You're way too old and too intelligent to keep hanging on to 

these…things you have.”
“What?” 
“These… ideas you have about yourself, and about other people. 

Do you remember how rude you were to that guy? And you can be 
mean.”  

That hurt. Yeah, I'd been pissy, but I'm not mean. That's how 
Tanvir thought of me? Mean? That asshole was acting as if I should be 
grateful that he'd asked to photograph me. All I did was ask him about 
his other assignments. Well, I guess I did lecture him about the objecti-
fication of women by the media. Especially people like him represent-
ing what I call glam-scam, the glamour industry. When I asked him 
why he wanted to photograph me, he said he'd never photographed a 
“dark model” before and wanted to try it out. I was supposed to take 
that shit? I was a curiosity, a freak?

Suddenly I felt stifled. “Your point?”
“You don't need to prove anything to me. Or to anyone else. Or to 

yourself.”
“Prove what?” 
“You're too uptight about things, aamloki, you need to relax.”
Tanvir was telling me to relax. “Tanvir, I'm Ganja Girl, how much 

more relaxed can I get?”
He cocked his head to one side and said, “Being Ganja Girl isn't as 

rebelliously cool as it once was, is it?”
I hated Tanvir. He has always had a way of seeing too much. 
Before I could frame a response, he said, “People aren't judging 

you. I'm not judging you. It's time you understood that.” 
We'd finished the first stick. In silence I handed him the second 

stick and he lit it with a serene confidence I'd never noticed before. It 
was nice, us sharing my smoke. But I could never let things be. What 
Tanvir would leave subterranean, I needed to dig and spread out to 
dry in the sun.

“That ganja guy this afternoon?”
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He laughed. “That he was smitten by you, 'fire blossom'? That you 
were playing with him? That's just you. That's just your salt and your 
sweet.”

I exhaled slowly. It was fine; there was nothing I needed to say. 
But then he floored me again. “You didn't let that guy photograph 

you because you think you're ugly, don't you?” 
It was like being savaged by a jellyfish: just because they look like 

translucent jello doesn't mean they lack poison.
“Well, I'm not good-looking, I know that.”
 He sighed again and rapped out, “Eyes?”
“Too small.”
“Nose?”
“Too flat.”
“Lips?”
“Too thick.”
He looked at the features just described with a critical gaze and 

shook his head. Then he laughed. “And, of course, you think you're 
kaalo.” 

I couldn't stand it. “Well, I am kaalo.”
“And this makes you unattractive?”
“I've never said that!”
He looked at me. Then he did something he'd never done be-

fore: he leaned forward and delicately tucked some loose strands of 
my hair behind my ear. He said something he'd never said before. 
“You're beautiful, aamloki, you're the most amazing woman I've ever 
seen.”

I couldn't breathe. I had known for years how he felt about me, 
but I suddenly realized that something inside me had never quite 
believed it. Why would any guy be nuts about me? I was just thinking 
to myself this was the most unnerving conversation we'd ever had, 
when in one fluid motion, he ground out the ganja butt in the ash-
tray, placed his index finger and thumb under my chin and guided 
my face towards his. 

Iffi I had resisted; Tanvir, amazingly, I didn't want to. 
Tanvir's hand had slipped under my kameez at some point, sooth-

ing and smoothing. After a while I realized his hand was experienced 
enough to have undone my bra without me noticing, glued as I was 
to his lips. He moved away just farther enough to ask, “Can I take 
this off?” 

What could I say?  Still, it's good for a girl to retain some control 
of all situations so I helped him. When he finally entered me we were 
as smooth as silk, as rough as rain, dizzying each other in that honey 
sweat game.

Afterwards I lay there looking at the shadows on the ceiling 
wondering whether we should get up and when his parents would 
be coming back. Tanvir's weight on me was slick; this is the only time 
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I can stand a sweaty man. His head was tucked into the crook of my 
neck, and his hair tickled me. I squirmed under him, so he sat up.   

I wish I could say at that moment I realized that I had been madly, 
desperately in love with him all this time. But nothing that defining 
happened. I loved him, I knew, but we didn't talk about love. There 
was no need. It was there between us, ripe and ready, waiting. I 
watched myself, the rise of my breasts dark and taut against his ivory 
hands. I felt like renewed terrain, my body spring's earth, heavy with 
promise. 

I looked at his familiar face, the smoothness of his neck, the grace-
ful slope of his shoulders, wanting it all. I watched my hand stroking 
the flat of his bare stomach. He knew how to bring me the good stuff, 
the real sugar. And trust me, I'm not talking about ganja. 
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